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The Extraordinary Story of the First Wild Weasels, the Band of Maverick Aviators Who Flew the
Most Dangerous Missions of the Vietnam WarA gripping chronicle of the band of maverick
aviators who signed on for the suicidal, dangerous top-secret "Wild Weasel" missions during the
Vietnam War - which used controversial and revolutionary tactics to combat Soviet missile
technology - from New York Times best-selling author Dan Hampton.On July 24, 1965, Soviet
advisors to North Vietnam launched an SA-2 surface-to-air missile (SAM), blowing an American
F-4 Phantom out of the sky - the first of several kills using this menacing system. To counter this
new weaponry, stunned Pentagon officials created a classified program - "Wild Weasel I" -
pairing experimental equipment with a highly select group of electronic warfare officers and
fighter pilots to combat this deadly threat. The men who did this became the "Hunter Killers" -
and it is time to know their names.Fifty years later Dan Hampton provides a cockpit view of this
highly classified military program that was a radical departure from conventional fighter jet
tactics. These courageous, daring, and skilled warriors risked their lives to fight the SAMs and
save their brother aviators.Using firsthand accounts and declassified documents from both sides
of the conflict, The Hunter Killers takes listeners into the skies and up close to the bloody duels
that left half the Weasels dead or captured. At its center are the men who risked everything to
fight the most dangerous antiaircraft weapons the world had seen.Acclaimed Texas historian
Stephen L. Moore's Texas Rising, the official companion to the epic History series of the same
name, brings to life the violent Texas frontier and the Rangers' heroic deeds during the Texas
Revolution. Texas Rising is an unforgettable history of this iconic band of fighters.

About the AuthorBruce and Andrea Leininger, James' parents, live in Louisiana with their son
James, who is now nine years old.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Soul
SurvivorThe Reincarnation of a World War II Fighter PilotBy Leininger, BruceGrand Central
PublishingCopyright © 2010 Leininger, BruceAll right reserved.PART ONEThe
DreamCHAPTER ONEIt’s only a bad dream, and when you wake up in the morning, it’ll all be
gone.MIDNIGHT, MONDAY, MAY 1, 2000THE SCREAMS CAME out of nowhere. One day
James Leininger, just three weeks past his second birthday, was a happy, playful toddler, the
centerpiece of a loving family of three living on the soft coastal plain of southern Louisiana. And
then suddenly, in the darkest hour of midnight, he was flopping around on his bed like a broken
power line, howling at the sky as if he could crack open the heavens with his ear-shattering
distress.Flying down the long hallway from the master bedroom came his mother, Andrea. She
stopped at the doorway of her first and only child and, holding her breath, watched her son’s
thrashing and screaming. What to do? Somewhere in one of the texts in her great library of child-
rearing books, she had read that it could be dangerous to wake a child abruptly from a



nightmare.And so, struggling to hold herself back, she stood there in the doorway, frozen. She
nonetheless did make a reasonable assessment of the situation, for she was nothing if not a
thoroughly rational and well-informed mother—a student of all of the latest child-rearing tactics
and techniques. She noted that James was not pinned under a wooden beam. He wasn’t
bleeding. She couldn’t see any obvious physical reason for the terrible commotion. He was
simply having a nightmare. It had to be a ghastly one, but still something that fell within the
boundaries of routine childhood evils.Of course, she wanted desperately to rush in and grab her
little boy, shake him out of his bad dream, and cuddle him back to sleep. But she didn’t. For
Andrea Leininger was no ordinary parent. A trim strawberry blonde, she still had her stage-star
good looks at thirty-eight, plus something less obvious: iron discipline. This came from her long
training as a professional ballerina—a career she had given up when the pain of performing
outweighed the pleasure. Now her career was kicking frantically at his covers and screaming
bloody murder.As she clinically tried to assess the situation, she thought she knew where the
nightmare was coming from: the unfamiliar house. It was just two months since they’d moved
from Dallas, Texas, into the seventy-year-old home in Lafayette, Louisiana. If it felt strange to her,
she guessed that it must be a world gone topsy-turvy to James—her new great love. Even the
outside sounds were alien—the wind whispering through the Spanish moss, the swamp birds
yawking from the branches of the old oaks, the insects crashing into the screens. Nothing like
the long, still silences that fell like a blanket over the suburban outskirts of Dallas.And James’s
room itself, with its faded pink flower wallpaper and solid sealed shutters—nothing like a little
boy’s room—gave her the creepy feeling of being shut inside a tomb. Yes, these had to be the
ingredients for a perfect storm of a nightmare. Calming herself, she tiptoed to her son’s bed,
picked him up, and held him in her arms, crooning softly: “Sleep, sleep, sweet baby! It’s nothing,
really, nothing. It’s only a bad dream, and when you wake up in the morning, it’ll all be gone!”And
as she held him, he gradually stopped thrashing, and the screams tapered off into whimpers—
little whispers of grief—and then he went back to sleep.That first night, she recalled, she hadn’t
been paying particular attention to what he was screaming—hadn’t heard any specific word that
made any sense. His sounds were blurred and blunted inside the high-octane howl of a very
young child who looked and sounded as if he were fighting desperately for his very life. No, she
thought, not a real life-threatening event. Just a child being attacked in a
nightmare.Nevertheless, she was profoundly shaken, but determined to cope with it—part of the
deal. This was the bargain she’d made when she agreed to marry Bruce Leininger, twelve years
her senior, who already had four children from a previous marriage. Of course, Andrea had been
married before, too, but had no kids. If they were to marry, she had told Bruce firmly, she wanted
a child. That was the deal; that was her prenup.Bruce, holding to his part of the bargain, had
heard the screams from James’s room and rolled over and whispered, “Would you handle it?”
This was Andrea’s job.In the grand scheme of their lives, the deal was a fair one. He got the
gorgeous dancer, and she got the big, handsome corporate executive—plus a child. Of course,
not everything worked out as planned. Bruce had labored to near collapse holding up his end of



the deal, which was to provide his extended family with basic security.At that moment, here in
Lafayette, it was Bruce who appeared to be undergoing the greater crisis, striving mightily to
master and hold down a new job. He had been “let go,” as they say, from his last big-paying job in
Dallas over a difference of opinion in management. The buyout wasn’t bad, but the sudden
cruelty of the experience—the prospect of unemployment for a man who had always been a high
achiever, always at the top of his class, always near the pinnacle of the corporate hierarchy, a
model of poise and self-control—left an unspoken fear hovering like a cloud over the Leininger
household.The new job, the adjustment, was not easy. Bruce was a human resources executive,
which was a little like being a corporate fireman. Wherever personnel problems broke out, he
had to rush in and put out the fire. That meant dislocation, a lot of moving around and resettling.
It was okay when there were just the two of them, Bruce and Andrea, but now they had James. In
four years, Bruce had been forced to uproot the family three times. The first time was when he
landed a new job in San Francisco. He found a great town house overlooking the ocean in
Pacifica. Andrea was enchanted. “There’s nothing between us and Japan,” she swooned.It was a
happy and romantic interlude. And it was in San Francisco that James was born. Within two
years Bruce had a better job offer in Dallas, which had the added advantage of putting Andrea
back in the bosom of her family. She was from Dallas and had deep attachments to her sisters
and mother, but it entailed another move. And then that job fell apart when Bruce challenged the
decisions of a superior and had to find a new job, impress a new boss, find a new home, and
manage the relocation. Not that he was complaining—he was just exhausted. As for Andrea,
she’d had enough of moving. When Bruce found the new home in Lafayette, she decided that
this one would be for good.And now along comes this shattering nightmare! Bad timing, Bruce
thought. Still, it was only a noisy bad dream—no big deal. In his previous marriage, Bruce had
managed to calm all four of his children going through night terrors. But he was now just too tired
to manage this kind of thing again.Of course, he had no way of knowing, when he rolled over
and went back to sleep, that his family was on the cusp of something utterly unfathomable,
something unimaginably fantastic. So, dog tired, he simply fell back to sleep.If Bruce was under
heavy pressure, so was Andrea. Giving birth to James had been very hard. She was thirty-six
when he was born—fast approaching midnight on her biological clock. And it was a rough
pregnancy. Andrea suffered from preeclampsia, a dangerous condition that caused high blood
pressure, fluid retention, and seizures. And then, late in the pregnancy, her fetus inexplicably
stopped growing. When the doctors measured her baby’s size on the sonogram, James was a
little more than three pounds and was not getting any bigger. The medical team was puzzled and
uncertain that the child ultimately would be “viable.” And even if he was brought to term, the
doctors warned that there was a strong possibility of Down’s syndrome or autism, or some other
physical or intellectual deficit.Bruce refused to accept the medical opinion. Always the solid rock
of optimism, he said: “Bullshit! James will be fine.”And this was not meant as a careless outburst
of bootless hope. Becoming parents was an affirmative, positive commitment that they had both
promised each other, even to the point of picking out the child’s name: James Madison



Leininger. No accident. The name came out of the long genealogical research that Andrea had
started early in their marriage. She had discovered that her great-great-grandfather, James
Madison Scoggin, had served in the Confederate army during the Civil War. So her imperiled
little fetus already had a name and a proud history, and fighting parents who would never
consider giving up on him.Finally, on April 10, 1998—Good Friday (an omen)—six weeks before
her due date, when the doctors detected weakness in his vital signs, James was delivered by C-
section. Bruce was there in the delivery room, and when the baby reached out to be born, Bruce
took his hand—and, as they like to say in the family, Bruce and James have never let go.After
James was born, the doctors discovered the reason for his lack of development in utero. It was
an anatomical quirk. Andrea’s placenta was no bigger than a grapefruit. It should have been the
size of a small watermelon. The wonder is that James survived at all, with all the reduced intake
of nutrients. On the other hand, maybe that trauma in utero would be seen to play a part in what
was yet to come. Maybe James would retain some postpartum memory of that tight spot he was
in before he was born.In the end, after time in an incubator, James turned out to be perfectly
normal—no physical or intellectual deficits.And he was a delightful baby. He didn’t cry much; he
didn’t fuss much. He accepted all the moving and changes with hardly a peep. He seemed
mostly happy and content. In fact, his parents felt that there was something uncanny and
amazingly mature about his everyday good nature—which was part of why that first horrendous
nightmare came as such a shock.Given the brute facts of Bruce’s new status, he had to work
hard to keep his family intact. Because of his long work hours, Andrea kept James up past a two-
year-old’s normal bedtime. The reasoning behind this was a trade-off: James could sacrifice a
little sleep to spend some quality time with his father. His bedtime became ten p.m. After they put
him to sleep, Bruce and Andrea had some time for a glass of wine and some catch-up
conversation before they, too, went to bed. Two days after the first nightmare, just after midnight,
the bloodcurdling screams began again. It came at a moment when Bruce and Andrea were
slipping into deep REM sleep, and once again it caught them unprepared. Andrea, of course,
leaped out of bed and ran down that long hallway to clasp her son in her arms and try to console
him.In the morning she tried to describe the scary quality of the nightmares to Bruce in some
detail so that he would recognize the gravity of what she experienced, but he shrugged and
insisted that they not make a fuss, that night terrors were normal. But she nonetheless pressed
her case, telling him about the wild kicking and violent flailing. Still, Bruce showed little interest.
He was in the midst of his own nightmare trying to help take his company public.Bruce worked
for Oil Field Services Corporation of America (OSCA), an oil company that specialized in
deepwater oil well maintenance and completion far out in the Gulf of Mexico. OSCA was in the
midst of trying to launch a public stock offering. As the human resources expert and adviser,
Bruce had to formulate sound health plans and compensation packages that met federal
guidelines so that OSCA could become listed on a major stock exchange—no small feat since
Bruce was, himself, still being trained at the time. It was a frantic moment as he dealt with the
dizzying details of high corporate negotiations and the needs of several hundred oil rig



workers.In the midst of all this, the nightmares seemed less urgent.“Listen,” he told Andrea,
playing down the significance of the outburst, “it’s an old house and there are creaks and groans
that routinely come with an old house. It’s all part of settling in here. It’ll stop; you’ll see.”But the
nightmares did not stop. After the second, there was another the next night. James would skip a
night, sometimes two, but the nightmares kept coming with terrifying regularity and increasing
frenzy. Often five times a week. And they were all, every one, spine-tingly creepy.And so, in that
first spring of the new millennium, in a small home near the coast of Louisiana, four or five times
a week it felt as if the rafters shook with the ferocious cries of a little boy. Andrea did all she could
at first, but nothing would soothe little James in those furious moments. Because of James’s
premature birth and early weight problems, she was diligent about medical checkups. Soon after
they moved to Lafayette she found a young pediatrician on the next street, Dr. Doug Gonzales,
who could find nothing abnormal when he examined James. When the nightmares began,
Andrea called him. He told her that these were normal night terrors and that they would soon
diminish. He was not worried. Meanwhile, confirming what she had read in her parenting books,
he advised her not to wake the boy suddenly or frighten him when he was in the midst of a bad
dream.Andrea now had begun sleeping close to James’s bedroom so she could get a head start
on the screams. She slept lightly, listening for the first cry. And, she told Bruce, James was so
deeply asleep during his nightmares that she had to hold him as tightly as she could to break the
spell.Bruce spoke to his son. “Listen,” he said, “you’ve got to stop this. You’d better get over
whatever it is that’s causing this.” Only it turned out, this wasn’t something that a two-year-old
could control, no matter how mad it made Daddy.Almost two months after the nightmares
began, James was still thrashing and shrieking, but this time Andrea set out to try to discover
what he was saying. His cries, she realized, were not just incomprehensible sounds—there were
also words. Once she’d deciphered some of them, she came quickly back down the hallway and
shook her husband awake.“Bruce, you need to hear what he’s saying.”Bruce was groggy. “What
do you mean?”“Bruce, you need to hear what he’s saying.” Bruce was annoyed, but he pulled
himself out of bed, muttering, “What the hell is going on here!”Then, as he stood in his son’s
doorway, he also began to pick out the words, and his resentment faded.He was lying there on
his back, kicking and clawing at the covers…like he was trying to kick his way out of a coffin. I
thought, this looks like The Exorcist —I half expected his head to spin around like that little girl in
the movie. I even thought I might have to go and get a priest. But then I heard what James was
saying…“Airplane crash! Plane on fire! Little man can’t get out!”Those were the very words, the
actual text of James’s outcries. The child flung his head back and forth and screamed the same
thing over and over and over: “Airplane crash! Plane on fire! Little man can’t get out! Airplane
crash! Plane on fire! Little man can’t get out!”Now, it was not long after James’s second birthday;
he was just learning to speak in complex sentences, just finding a language to fit his thoughts.
And yet, what he was screaming as he thrashed around his bed that spring were words so rich in
detail, so plausibly offered, so unchildlike in their desperation, that Bruce Leininger was struck
silent. In all his life, he’d been the problem solver, the go-to guy, the man who could make things



right because he understood the nature of almost any problem, grasped its geography, and
managed to find a solution. But standing in that doorway of his child’s bedroom, he was
paralyzed—and a little frightened. These panicked phrases could not have come out of nowhere;
on that point he was certain.Continues...Excerpted from Soul Survivor by Leininger, Bruce
Copyright © 2010 by Leininger, Bruce. Excerpted by permission.All rights reserved. No part of
this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing from the
publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use of visitors to this
web site.
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Tucson Tom, “Outstanding and extraordinary!. I was at Korat during the time period when the
QRC-160 jamming pods were introduced. As Dan discusses in a quote from then Colonel
Chairsell, those pods made a HUGE difference.We were losing, on average, a plane a day prior
to those QRC-160 pods. Really bad, terrible, awful, horrible. Still get nightmares. Afterwards,
we went six weeks without a loss, as I recall. The day I got to Korat the only discussion was of
the 13 U.S. planes ... seven Navy and six Air Force ... or vice-versa ... ... that were shot down
while attacking a SAM site. McNamara had publicly decreed we would take out that SAM site.
However, what the North Vietnamese did was to replace the missiles with wood replicas painted
white ... and then they ringed the site with every available anti-aircraft gun. Our guys got
slaughtered in a tribute to McNamara's hubris. This might be the "Spring High" episode.
Somebody had tacked a cartoon from a magazine to the right of the door where we ate; it
showed King Kong on top of the Empire State Building crunching a fighter plane in his hand; in
the foreground, there were two pilots yelling across at one another: "when we get back, how's
about getting together for a beer"; someone had handwritten "Package VI" on the bottom.The
QRC concept was interesting. One of my friends was in charge of administering that program.
Quick Response Contract. A contractor would be called in and they would discuss a project.
They discussion went up on a "white board". The terms were photographed with a Polaroid
camera. THAT was the actual contract! And the contractor had to deliver the hardware in 30
days! It was very successful. Recently I viewed a video of an Army colonel who discussed the
current program and the contract discussions could drag out for THREE YEARS! Maybe there
is still a 30-day QRC program "out there", but I don't know. My friend died a couple of years
ago.Anyway, this book took me back to the bad old days; I really relived what was going on back
then.This book is outstanding and extraordinary!Please buy this book; it explains everything.
And bring with you a LOT of those little stickies to mark places of special significance to you.I will
come back and write more when I get a chance.I apologize for writing so much, but I could not
deal with our senior officials deliberately sabotaging the war effort. If you read my reviews of
other books, you will find that I learned that the target selection was based on a weekly luncheon
by President Johnson, Secretary McNamara and Secretary of State Rusk and they make their
target picks while eating. Then they notified the Russians/ Soviets a week in advance. I guess
Johnson didn't want any of the enemy to get hurt. [Who exactly was he working for?]Read "Life
in the Wild Blue Yonder" by John Lowery ... exceptionally interesting ... until I got to Chapter 15
"The Thunderchief At War"... On page 174 alone, I inserted four bright red stickies. And on page
175 I added another. Why? Because these sections were horrific ... have not found these
aspects any where any where else! " ... the Administration [President Johnson & Defense
Secretary McNamara] was providing the forthcoming week's target list to the North
Vietnamese ..." The author refers to this as treachery; but, I would call it an act of treason. In
Chapter 22, I added six more bright stickies because the author describes how our pilots who



became POW's were deliberately abandoned.We are indebted to Mr. Lowery for putting these
revelations into print for future reference.The other day I got a Christmas card in which I was
notified that one of my former work-mates from Korat had died. So, I wanted to get this in before
I fade away. He had been at both Korat and at NKP.One of my hootch-mates was tasked with
filming a SAM actually killing an American fighter plane. He hitched rides in the back seat of any
plane that could accommodate him, that had not yet been equipped with Wild Weasel
equipment. He got the footage which became part of the film "There Is A Way". [There was a
sort of play on words ... as in "there is no way" to survive this.] I saw it when I returned to the
States. Afterwards I bought a copy of the film, but they had deleted my friend's footage.
Recently, I saw a post from a fellow who said that it was his father who was the photographer.
So I guess he survived the war. [I found "There Is A Way" on YouTube ... and the poster who
said his dad did most of the filming was named Tarpley ... so check it out.]If you get interested in
the role of the F-105's in the Vietnam War, please read books by Billy Sparks and Ed Rasimus.
Both men survived the war, but died young ... probably from the acute stress they experienced.
You can visit YouTube and view Ed's burial service at Arlington which includes many many
insights; we were the same age within three months.There was also a serious "disconnect" from
reality ... when both enlisted men and officers arrived and demanded that we use stateside
peacetime training rules in a combat situation. In fact, when I was seriously pushed to do make-
work I told them that if they could find the rules, I would do it and it turned out that even under
peacetime rules, it was optional. I was working 18-hours a day, 7 days a week, and these
REMF's were working 9-5. There was one bizarre day when a very senior full colonel [he had his
eagles embroidered on his 1505 collars] picked me out arbitrarily and said I would be reporting
to the Wing Commander [Col. Sams]; I had no idea who he was because I was at the bottom of
the food chain. So, I reported as ordered to the "5-oclock standup" ... seemed like 400 pilots in
stadium seating ... and witnessed the daily results of that day's flying. It was all Top Secret. And
I was blown away by the magnitude and chacterization of our losses. And it went on and on and
on, very bad day after very bad day, week after week. So, when I worked to get things done
quickly and ran afoul of the state-side mentality, I felt as if I had one foot on the dock and the
other on the boat. One fellow brought charges against me; in the end, the IG arranged for him to
be sent home on the first plane out the next day.Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara ...
[the "S" stood for "Strange" ... check it out] ... apparently was totally confused as to why we did
not win and the North Vietnamese did not quit after six months. He had planned on the war
ending quickly. To ease his confusion, he ordered a review of all capital projects. So I had to
visit a special office that was set up in Bangkok. Windows were covered over and the clerk-
typist was a Major. So I spent a week writing up summaries. When I returned to Korat, I found
that a newly arrived person had thrown out all of the Air Force Manuals that I needed to design
projects because ... "you are not allowed to have a personal copy of Air Force Manuals". He had
NO IDEA of what our mission was. I assigned a junior airman to play tennis with him on a daily
basis. If I ever encountered any of these people back in the States, I might have brought treason



charges against them.A couple of years ago, in a hallway conversation, some retired GS-99
bureaucrat heard I had been at Korat and told me that the reason we lost the war was that our
pilots used automobile names as call signs. I was incredulous and informed him that we also
used the same take off times every day - 7am and 1pm - flew the same course, and altitude and
airspeed - every day and often hit the same target - every day. He blanched; lost all his color
and turned white; he had NO IDEA and was proud of it. Waboa. [Often, if a plane returned from
the early strike with a good engine, they would pull off the tail and lay it on the ground, pull the
engine and run it over to another 105 that was bombed up but had no engine and slap it in, and
good to go.... ] I suspect that the NVA gunners didn't even need to aim; our times and refueling
tracks were so consistent that all they had to do was point and shoot. They even had time for
breakfast and lunch.Same seminar. Standing around in a hallway waiting for the next session.
Retired four-star USMC general. Asked him if he knew anything about what a former FAC
described as Notams on a bulletin board announcing the targets for the next day's B-52 strikes.
Yes, check the internet for Purple Dragon. I checked and sure enough; declassified; heavily
redacted, but very readable.Secretary McNamara sort of denied there even WAS a "Ho Chi
Minh Trail" ... no, really ... so he ordered movies made of it. Seriously. Read SOG by John
Plaster for details.Toward the end of the book, the author discusses the proposed mining of
Haiphong harbor. Well, some years ago, I shared an office with a Navy A-1 Skyraider pilot who
had had the task of planning that exact operation. My friend stated flatly that if the U.S. had
simply sown naval mines in Haiphong harbor, then the Vietnam War would have ended within 30
days because the Soviet/North Vietnamese supply of weapons and munitions would have run
out. Freedom and Liberty would have triumphed. Instead, the U.S. continued to attack bridges
made of 2x4's using hundred plane raids. We lost hundreds of planes and pilots and thousands
of ground troops because our President, Lyndon Baines Johnson, insisted on inflicting tiny
pinprick attacks with no net effect on the course of the war. President Johnson does not emerge
from this looking like a leader, but rather looks like someone being led around by his nose.
[Eventually President Nixon applied the mining of the harbor tactic, and it worked. Although
Henry Kissinger gave away the store with his dancing backwards negotiating "strategy".] If you
read "Three Sticks" by Bernard Fipps who flew A-4's for a written assessment.[Later on, I shared
office space with an Army guy who had commanded a bunch of tanks; he caught a large group
of NVA; killed all of them and captured 400 weapons. NO American casualties. He should have
received some kind of award but instead got reprimanded for using too much ammunition.
Excuse me?]Read also "The Eleven Days of Christmas".Visit YouTube and look up "First In ...
Last Out". Billy Sparks appears and there are discussions of the ridiculous rules of
engagement ... you could fly over a NVA fighter base while the MiG's were taxiing out, but you
couldn't attack them. You could see them unloading hundreds of SAM's from a ship in Haiphong
harbor, but you couldn't attack ... you had to wait and take them one at a time in the air.Dan
Hampton included an aerial photo of Korat Air Base in the book. On east end, there is a new
aircraft ramp under construction. That was for parking EC-121 elint airplanes ... old Connies



rigged out to collect data from sensors dropped on the Ho Chi Minh trail. Of course, the NVA
collected the sensors and relocated them. And a lot of the Connies crashed from age. But look
up "BatCat" and they have a great Web site with plenty of photos of not only their areas but also
of the F-105 activity. Igloo White.The F-105 was designed to deliver nuclear weapons in
Europe. It had a bomb bay. And it had four places on the wing to carry extra fuel tanks. Very
fast airplane. NOT designed to carry regular bombs or missiles or to dog fight. But it was all we
had. So they modified it. They put a fuel tank in the bomb bay. And installed a "hard point"
under the fuselage to carry a rack that held a bunch of bombs. They put more racks on the four
hard points under the wings. But there were only four hard points.So they decided to put an air-
to air-missile ... a "Sidewinder" ... on one of the hard points in case they had to dog fight. But
they invented a rule of engagement ... you could not fight an enemy plane unless it attacked you
first. No, really. [Oh, yeah, and you needed to make visual confirmation before engaging.
Seriously. So you were too close to use a missile and had to use the gun.]Then they invented
the QRC-160 jammer pod to defeat enemy missile radar. That took another hard point.And then
Secretary of Defense McNamara demanded movie film of each mission to see where each
bomb ended up. No, really. That took another hard point. AND we had to build a special
laboratory to process the film.Despite all the rules of engagement, our guys did manage to shoot
down some enemy planes.President Johnson said he did not want us shooting down any enemy
planes. See Peter Davies' three books on the F-105.And we could not attack them on the
ground.One pilot explained to me that Route Package Six which included the most heavily
defended targets was so difficult that when you went there in a flight of four F-105's, one of you
was guaranteed to be shot down. 25% attrition in one single mission. And you had to complete
100 missions. All four of you might be shot down, but at least one of you was not coming
home.One pilot pulled out of a dive bomb run on a "bridge" [a few 2x4's] and as he pulled out, he
saw a SAM site right in front of him. He couldn't resist, so he switched to guns and hosed it
down with 20mm. The whole site exploded with unprotected SAM's snaking around on the
ground. BUT, HOWEVER, it was NOT an approved target, so his court-martial papers were
waiting for him when he returned to base. He flew another mission the next day and apparently
did not survive.Rules of engagement apparently also included the rule that you were not
permitted to attack a SAM site unless it attacked you first.Which is how the Wild Weasels came
about.  Trolling for and enticing those SAM sites to turn on their radars.”

Barry E. Sheridan, “A testament to courage.. US involvement in Vietnam was lengthy, financially
expensive and costly in terms of its impact on the American people and particularly on those
who fought its battles both on the ground, on the rivers and in the air. The author unravels not
only the political background for the conflict but also presents some amazing textual portraits of
the action of those who took the war to the then enemy, manning the Surface to Air Missiles and
guns defences used by the North Vietnamese and their allies to counter US air power. Flying
around over North Vietnamese airspace trying to tempt SAM radars to reveal themselves so



they could be attacked took thinking courage, all of the men who displayed this trait can only be
seen as impressive individuals who well deserve the accolade of warrior. Terrific book.”

A. Hammock, “Deep and thrilling insight. Left with a feeling of awe for the pilots. Astonishing! I
had no idea of the scale and ferocity of the Vietnam air war until I read this. I learned a lot,
enjoyed it and developed a vast respect for those involved. The book is a mixture of "history
documentary" and "third person dramatic narrative". It's a bit confusing at times as different
designations are used for the same aircraft/locations/outfits in different parts of the book. And at
times I felt that the atmospheric bits ("he glanced at the gauges and smiled to himself"....or
something like that) were nudging into a thriller fiction style. But honestly, these are minor
quibbles. The book is full of heart stopping action, thought provoking political/historical analysis
and detailed facts and statistics. The other thing that struck me was the parallel with some other
books that I have read recently, particularly "Skua", and that is the recurring theme of of young
men sent to do a dangerous, even near suicidal job, with the wrong kit and tactics dictated by
men behind desks who pretend, but don't really know, what they are doing. And it's not just in
war that it happens....”

R B Higgins, “Hunter Killers. A must read for anyone with an interest in the Vietnam War.. To
anyone interested in the Vietnam War this has got to be one of the first, if not the first, book to
read. Dan Hampton has produced a book that in my opinion is comparable to Thud Ridge and
Chickenhawk, long regarded as two of the best books on that sad and wasteful conflict. This is
not a book that only see's the war from a pilots perspective but gives what the politician's in
Washington and Hanoi were up to. It has to be read to be believed. I lived through that era, I
remember the nightly news and saw news film of casualties on both sides. Having visited the
Vietnam wall in Washington DC in 2015 and seen all those names, 58,000, young lives gone. I
can not praise this book enough for anyone interested in learning more about this awful conflict.”

Jim Bee, “A gripping read. A factual account of the Wild Weasel development programme from
conception to operational deployment in Vietnam. An interesting and informative read with a
mixture of documentary and history linking it all together. As an ex -EW Operator who worked
with the Weasels in Germany in late 80's I found it of particular interest. Highly recommended.”

D. Williams, “YGBSM!. Not just riveting action from inside the cockpits and bear-pits of the
Weasels but a surprising wealth of history and background on the passage of the US war in
Vietnam to give the necessary context to a truly great read.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 614 people have provided feedback.
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